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"The American Values Network is speaking out and organizing on behalf of the left out and left behind. Most compelling, they are creating a public square which insures honest and civil conversation."

-KATHLEEN KENNEDY TOWNSEND















End Corporate Bribes to terrorists!

The bi-partisan Lugar-Cardin rule was passed in 2010 in response to concerns over corruption and how these payments in oil-rich countries could be used to support terrorism.  We can't return to the days when international corporations bribe strongmen and terrorists to get cheaper access to resources, especially with ISIS's funding dependent on secret sales of oil.  















Responsible Borrowing

What aspects should you consider when you decide to borrow money to solve your financial emergencies? Any of the online loans on the market at the moment is just a short-term solution to your financial problems. That is why it would be good to pay your non-bank loans fast before the established repayment term, usually 30 days, and not to have to extend the refund period. Full recognition of the conditions for granting and repaying the amounts of money borrowed leads to a delay in the return of the amount of money, interest, and collection of various penalty amounts each day. We recommend you avoid these situations.

What do you need to do to avoid such unpleasant situations when you have to repay an online loan? When looking for a quick loan online, the first thing you need to do is to find out, especially since you have all the details about such loans on the direct lender site. The second thing you need to consider is comparing and seeing which is the loan that suits you. Whatever you choose, make a responsible decision and borrow, being wholly informed.















The Moral Sides of Lending Industry

At the beginning of the 21st century, things began to change. Direct lending companies entered the image and the approach has become the processing of as many loans as possible. And since these riders have no relationships with borrowers, and it is likely they are not interacting or gather again, they don't really care if the loan is something that can be reasonably managed. It is a simple transaction, there are no emotions involved. This is part of the reason why we saw a collapse of massive houses at the end of the last decade. Creditors have begun to grant loans to people who were really qualified, so they could get
fast loans even with bad credit. But now that we completely recover and the economy is so stable since it has been for years, it's time for us to study the role of Ethics in the profession of loans. 















The Moral Movie Project

Because movies are more than just entertainment...

Movies affect our lives. Moral movies are a way to start serious conversations that influence our culture and have a positive social impact. The 
Moral Movie Project works to promote Hollywood movies that lift up our values and move our country in a positive direction.  By lifting up moral movies to friends, families and faith communities, The American Values Network, together with Faithful Media, are working to change Hollywood for the better.








Little Boy

When 7-year-old Peter Flynt Busbee finds out his father, and best friend, is leaving home to go to war, he will do whatever it takes to make him stay. A gripping story about unconditional love, family, and the difficult decisions that we face to preserve them. Little Boy is a must see for the whole family.  
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